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I'm enthusiastic, whether dining at the latest five-star restaurant, browsing a
bazaar, or hitting the opening night of the latest hot spot, my lust for life is
contagious. Friends and strangers alike count themselves fortunate to have met me
because I'm a walking carnival. Whether it's a four-alarm dance party or a night
out with friends the fun cup runs over and gets all over everyone. My ache for
excitement can take me from the slopes of Switzerland to the Coral Reef in
Australia - tough I might pass up a free trip to either of these spots to throw darts
at a map and do my own exploring. It's tough to keep up with an enthusiast like
me. Especially since words like 'commitment' and 'intimacy' are like garlic to my
vampire-style of praying. I'm all about diversion. I just have to be sure my high-test
lifestyle isn't producing a smoke screen to cover deeper issues in my life. If I can
keep my appetites in check and learn to contemplate life in-stead of consume it my
journey will be much more fulfilling.
Developing discipline is hardest for me, but the reward will be some of the best
songs, plays, performances, books and comedy routines ever produced. I have a
diverse array of interests. I possess an inspiring zest for life and abound with
creativity. I seek venues to express my thoughts and feelings. My personality and
beliefs shine through in most of the work I do.
My dream event is the Tony Awards! From The Producers to Proof, from Mamma
Mia to Thoroughly Modern Millie - my dream event takes me to Radio City Music
Hall for a night of glamour, style and an excitement that can only happen in the
theatre. And while I'm there to celebrate the stage, I won't be surprised if I end up
rubbing elbows with movie stars as they come back to their theatre roots. Other
awards shows might steal the spotlight for big entrances and fashion faux pas, but
the Tony's are meant to honour the age-old tradition of acting. I'm heading to the
Big Apple and dreams are made in this city.

